
1oz	ABC	Eureka	Coin	999.5	Silver $25.80 $20.70
1/2oz	Eureka	Silver	Minted	Tablet	999.5 $19.90 $10.40
100oz	ABC	Silver	Cast	Bar	999 $2,279.00 $2,070.00
10oz	Silver	Cast	Bar $247.90 $207.00
500g	Cast	Bar $380.30 $332.70
500g	ABC	Bullion	Minted	Bar $405.30 $332.70
1kg	ABC	Bullion	Cast	Bar	Silver $735.60 $665.50

10grm	Silver	Minted	Bar $29.00 $6.70
1kg	PAMP	Cast	Bar	Silver $760.60 $665.50
500g	PAMP	Minted	Bar $500.30 $332.70
10oz	Silver	Minted	Bar	LIMITED $303.90 $207.00
1oz	Minted	Silver	Bar	LIMITED $44.80 $20.70
50grm	Silver	Minted	Bar $63.00 $33.30
100grm	Minted	Silver	Bar $112.10 $66.50

*	Fine	Gold	(Au)	Granules	99.99% $58.36 $51.26
1/2oz	ABC	Cast	Bar	Gold $841.10 $798.60
1kg	ABC	Bullion	Cast	Bar	Gold $52,610.30 $51,348.70
1oz	ABC	(Pool	Alloc)	Gold $1,634.80 $1,597.20
1oz	Gold	Cast	Bar $1,655.20 $1,597.20
Luong	37.5grm	Gold	Cast	Bar $1,997.90 $1,925.50
2oz	Gold	Cast	Bar $3,310.40 $3,194.30
100grm	Gold	Cast	Bar $5,285.90 $5,134.90
5oz	Gold	Cast	Bar $8,221.00 $7,985.80
250g	Gold	Cast	Bar $13,200.00 $12,813.90
10oz	Gold	Cast	Bar $16,402.00 $15,971.60
500grm	Gold	Cast	Bar $26,357.30 $25,674.40

Pamp	Gold	Multigram+25	packs
LIMITED

$1,562.30 $1,283.70
1grm	Minted	Gold	Bar	LIMITED $77.10 $51.40
2.5grm	Minted	Gold	Bar	LIMITED $170.20 $128.40
5grm	Minted	Gold	Bar $302.50 $256.70
10grm	Minted	Gold	Bar $555.90 $513.50
1/2	oz	Minted	Gold	Bar $850.10 $798.60
20g	Minted	Gold	Bar $1,093.80 $1,027.00
1oz	Minted	Gold	Bar $1,670.20 $1,597.20
50grm	Cast	Gold	Bar $2,669.50 $2,567.40
50grm	Minted	Gold	Bar $2,674.50 $2,567.40
100grm	Cast	Gold	Bar $5,328.90 $5,134.90
100grm	Minted	Gold	Bar $5,338.90 $5,134.90
5oz	Minted	Gold	Bar $8,311.00 $7,985.80
250grm	Minted	Gold	Bar $13,323.20 $12,838.00
250grm	Cast	Gold	Bar $13,248.20 $12,838.00
10oz	Minted	Gold	Bar $16,582.00 $15,971.60
500grm	Cast	Gold	Bar $26,366.20 $25,674.40
500grm	Minted	Gold	Bar $26,444.70 $25,674.40
1kg	PAMP	Cast	Bar $52,700.30 $51,348.70

Gold	1gram	MAPLEGRAM	25 $1,552.30 $1,281.30
Maple	Leaf	1oz	Gold	Coin	99.99% $1,655.20 $1,597.20
*	Krugerrand	1oz	Gold	Coin	LIMITED
SOLD	OUT

$1,825.12 $1,594.20
*	1	Sovereign	Gold	Coin	LIMITED $432.52 $375.30

Spot	Price	AUD	$	1620.2 USD	$	1244.15

Friday,	30	June	2017	5:01	PM	-	Exchange	Rate:		USD	->	AUD	$	.7679

Product Sell BuyBack

ABC	Gold

PAMP	Gold

Gold	Coins

Latest	Market	Prices	-	Retail

Gold
Spot	Price	AUD	$	21.79 USD	$	16.735
per	KG	AUD	$	701 USD	$	539

Product Sell BuyBack

ABC	Silver

PAMP	Silver

Silver

1oz	Silver	Five	Blessings	Coin $30.30 $20.70
1oz	US	Eagle	Silver	Coin $28.30 $20.70
1oz	Silver	Maple $26.40 $20.70

Silver	Coins

*	Fine	Platinum	(Pt)	Granules	999.5% $45.05 $37.68
1/2	oz	Platinum	Minted	Bar $672.00 $559.20
1oz	Koala	Platinum	coin	LIMITED $1,263.90 $1,118.30
1oz	Platinum	(Pool	Alloc) $1,243.90 $1,118.30
1oz	Platinum	Minted	Bar $1,281.90 $1,118.30
1/2	kg	Platinum	Minted	Bar $20,237.00 $17,977.20
1kg	PAMP	Minted	Bar	Platinum $40,313.20 $35,954.30

Spot	Price	AUD	$	1218.91 USD	$	936
Platinum

Platinum

*	1oz	Palladium	(Pool	Alloc) $1,268.08 $1,052.20
*	PAMP	1oz	Palladium	Minted	Bar $1,306.58 $1,052.20
*	500grm	Palladium	Minted	Bar $20,507.74 $16,914.00
*	1kg	PAMP	Minted	Bar	LIMITED $40,909.44 $33,828.00

Spot	Price	AUD	$	1127.75 USD	$	866
Palladium

Palladium

Due	to	the	volatility	of	the	International	market	,	prices	are	subject	to	change.

*	Legislation	for	Palladium	attracts	GST

10g	PAMP	Gold	Minted	Lakshmi	9999 $557.90 $513.50
50g	PAMP		Gold	Minted	Lakshmi	999.9 $2,679.50 $2,567.40
1oz	PAMP	Gold	Minted	Lakshmi	9999 $1,670.20 $1,597.20
*	2.5g	PAMP	Minted	Lakshmi	Pendant
999.9

$228.91 $138.40
*	5g	PAMP	Minted	Lakshmi	Pendant
999.9

$388.74 $266.50
*	2.5g	PAMP	Minted	Ganesh	Pendant
999.9

$228.91 $138.40
*	5g	PAMP	Minted	Ganesh	Pendant
999.9

$388.74 $266.50

PAMP	Gold	Limited

10gm	Lunar	Goat	LIMITED $15.50 $6.70
100gm	Lunar	Goat $92.10 $66.50
1oz	Lunar	Horse	LIMITED $36.80 $20.70
10grm	Lunar	Snake $15.50 $6.70
1oz	Lunar	Snake $33.80 $20.70
1oz	True	Happiness	LIMITED $40.80 $20.70
100grm	Lunar	Dragon	LIMITED $92.10 $66.50
100grm	Lunar	Snake	LIMITED $92.10 $66.50

PAMP	Silver	Limited

1/10oz	Gold	Monkey	Lunar	Coin
LIMITED

$191.20 $159.40
1/4oz	Gold	Monkey	Lunar	Coin	LIMITED $461.80 $398.50
Kangaroo	1/10oz	Gold	Coin $186.30 $159.40
Kangaroo	1/4oz	Gold	Coin $453.70 $398.50
Kangaroo	1/2	oz	Gold	Coin	LIMITED $891.10 $797.10
Kangaroo	1oz	Gold	Coin $1,655.20 $1,597.20
1/10oz	Gold	Goat	Lunar	Coin	LIMITED $186.30 $159.40

Perth	Mint	Gold	Coins

1oz	Perth	Mint	Silver	Monkey	Lunar		Coin
LIMITED

$33.80 $20.70
1oz	Funnel-Web	Spider	Silver	Coin	99.9
LIMITED

$26.60 $20.70
1oz	Silver	Wedge-Tailed	Eagle	Coin
99.9%	LIMITED

$27.30 $20.70
Koala	1/2	oz	Silver	Coin	LIMITED $20.90 $10.40
1kg	Koala	Coin	Silver $750.60 $665.50
Koala	1oz	Silver	Coin $27.30 $20.70

Perth	Mint	Silver	Coins


